WHO:
MHPG Chair Sheva Khaimov
MHPG Members Huda Syed, Amal Elsaleh, Cordelia Krajewski, Nelson Glory-Ejoyokah, Gabe Shamam, Rachel John, Hassan Ezzeddine

WHAT:
The panel is titled “Discussion: Mental Health and Treatment in Society.” The panel will feature WSU faculty, staff, and administration who will discuss a variety of topics about mental health, mental health treatment, and what treatment looks like in their respective research as well as in various populations. Student Senate swag will also be handed out at the event. The goal of the event is to showcase WSU expertise and research while discussing pressing topics in the field of mental health.

WHY:
Our goal with this event is to showcase WSU professors and researchers and have them speak on topics within the mental health field outside of the classroom.

WHEN:
The MHPG event, titled “Discussion: Mental Health and Treatment in Society,” is on Tuesday, October 3rd, at 3:30PM in the Student Center, room Hilberry A, on the 2nd floor. The event will take place from 3:30-4:30PM, and all are welcome.

NEED HELP?
If you are able to come and show support, please do! Support us by reposting the flyer.

Reservation Information

Date: October 3rd, 2023. Panel goes from (3:30-4:30)
Location: Hilberry A, 2nd floor Student Center.
Setup: Lecture Style, 40 chairs.